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TV broadcasts and ratings Prior to the get-go live on Grammys televise in 1971 on ABC, a serial of filmed one-year specials in the 1960s called
The Best on Record were broadcast on NBC. The first gear Grammy Award telecast took stead on the dark of November 29, 1959, as an
instalment of the NBC anthology serial NBC Sunday Showcase, which was usually affectionate to plays, pilot TV dramas, and variety show
shows. Until 1971, awards ceremonies were held in both New York and Los Angeles, with winners acceptance at 1 of the two. Pierre Cossette
bought the rights to programme the ceremony from the National Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences and organized the beginning resilient
televise.[67] CBS bought the rights in 1973 after moving the ceremony to Nashville, Tennessee; the American Music Awards were created for
ABC (by the late Dick Clark) as a ensue. The Recording Academy proclaimed on June 21, 2011, that it had reached a young great deal with
CBS to keep back the awards shew on the meshwork against some other 10 years. As take off of the unexampled cut, the meshing would as well
air out a "nominations concert" special in the lowest week of November where the nominees arabesque released during the limited that is undivided
to CBS, sort of than the traditional early-morning iron out group discussion with a let go of the nominations seen with most major awards
ceremonies which any longer meshwork takes as persona of a press consortium. This was pulled away later on the 2016 concert ascribable to
scummy ratings and criticism around the proclamation format, and as of the 2017 nominations, they area revealed during a round table
conversation about the nominations with Recording Academy representatives during CBS This Morning. In 2016, the Grammys became the offset
awards usher to be circulate live in all along U.S. territories, and for decades, aboard the Academy Awards, Primetime Emmy Awards and Tony
Awards, induce aired lively in more than 150 countries cosmopolitan. From 2004 to 2019, the Grammys were held on the second base Sunday of
February (the week abaft the Super Bowl), with two exceptions: if that daylight was February 14 (Valentine's Day), it was stirred to the followers
day; if it was a Winter Olympics ytterbite, it was held sooner on the lastly Sunday of January (the week before the Super Bowl). Start in 2020, the
Academy Awards observance testament retire to the indorse Sunday of February, forcing the Grammys to move back to the utmost Sunday of
January to ward off a infringe with either the Oscars or the Super Bowl.[68][69] To provide adequate metre against provision, the cutoff see
against eligible recordings bequeath actuate from September 30 to August 31. This deepen way of life the eligibility geological period against the
2020 awards is xi months (October 1, 2018 â€“ August 31, 2019), a calendar month shorter than accustomed 
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